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Abstract— An overview of recent developments in big data 

in the context of biomedical and health informatics is 

discussed in this project. It outlines the key characteristics of 

big data and how medical and health informatics, 

translational bioinformatics, informatics will benefit from an 

integrated approach of piecing together different aspects of 

personalized information from a diverse range of data 

sources, both structured and unstructured and comparative 

study of two technique of CNN(CNN-UDRP and CNN-

MDRP). Each of these techniques are efficient in their 

working but on comparison there is lot of difference in their 

working in the field of early prediction of disease. So a new 

convolutional neural network (CNN)-based efficient 

multimodal disease risk prediction algorithm (CNN-

EMDRP) is proposed.  This project works on the machine 

learning algorithms, a convolutional machine learning 

algorithm Naïve Bayesian (NB) is used in this project. The 

main purpose of this work is to propose the best technique for 

early prediction of disease and to reduce the diagnosis time 

and improve the efficiency and accuracy.  

Key words: CNN-MDRP, Machine Learning, Naive 

Bayesian, Structured and Unstructured Data 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The term “big data” has become a buzzword in recent years 

with, its usage frequency having doubled each year in the last 

few years according to common search engines. Recently, the 

challenges are to effectively utilize the incredible amount of 

data and to obtain knowledge that benefits business, 

scientific, and government transactions by using subset of 

features rather than the whole features in the dataset. One of 

the major challenges in giving proper treatment is always fast 

and accurate diagnosis of the disease. A lot of works have 

been done in medical diagnosis using different neural 

network techniques. But it had always been a tough task to 

identify the best technique for any diagnosis. Different 

techniques have their own limitations in terms of accuracy, 

time and knowledge. Diagnosis is based on signs, symptoms 

and physical examination of patient. Predictive data mining 

plays a vital role in disease diagnosis. Convolutional neural 

network can be employed for the disease diagnosis, so as to 

improve the quality of diagnosis. Various data mining 

approaches exist for prediction modeling but convolutional 

neural networks developed a predictive system for disease 

diagnosis. This project experiments on a regional chronic 

disease of cerebral infarction.  Proposed a new convolutional 

neural network (CNN)-based efficient multimodal disease 

risk prediction (CNN-EMDRP) algorithm using structured 

and unstructured data from hospital. 

Methods and technology progress about Big Data 

are presented in this study. Big Data challenges in medical 

applications and health care are also discussed. 

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND ALGORITHM SPECIFICATION 

 Reconstruct 

 Using Mini-Batch Stochastic Gradient Descent 

Algorithm 

 Neural Network Training Algorithm 

 Working of Naive Bayes algorithm 

A. Architecture Design 

 
This diagram is illustrating the process of CNN-based 

efficient multimodal disease risk prediction (CNN-EMDRP). 

B. Flow Chart 

 

C. Reconstruct 

This project regard the risk prediction model for cerebral 

infarction as the supervised learning methods of machine 

learning, i.e., the input value is the attribute value of the 

patient, X D (x1; x2; _ _ _ ; xn) which includes the patient's 

personal information such as age, gender, the prevalence of 

symptoms, and living habits (smoking or not) and other 

structured data and unstructured data. 
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The output value is C, which indicates whether the 

patient is amongst the cerebral infarction high-risk 

population. 

C D fC0; C1g, where, C0 indicates the patient is at 

high-risk of cerebral infarction, C1 indicates the patient is at 

low-risk of cerebral infarction. The following will introduce 

the dataset, experiment setting, dataset characteristics and 

learning algorithms briefly. For dataset, according to the 

different characteristics of the patient and the discussion with 

doctors, this project is focus on the following three datasets 

to reach a conclusion. 

Structured data (S-data): use the patient's structured 

data to predict whether the patient is at high-risk of cerebral 

infarction. 

Text data (T-data): use the patient's unstructured text 

data to predict whether the patient is at high-risk of cerebral 

infarction. 

Structured and text data (S&T-data): use the S-data 

and T-data above to multi-dimensionally fuse the structured 

data and unstructured text data to predict whether the patient 

is at high-risk of cerebral infarction. 

D. Using Mini-Batch Stochastic Gradient Descent 

Algorithm 

Mini-batch stochastic gradient descent; often abbreviated 

MSGD, is a variation of the gradient descent algorithm that 

calculates the error for each example in the training dataset, 

but only updates the model after all training examples have 

been evaluated. 

One cycle through the entire training dataset is 

called a training epoch. Therefore, it is often said that batch 

gradient descent performs model updates at the end of each 

training epoch. 

The mini-batch methodology is a compromise that 

injects enough noise to each gradient update, while achieving 

a relative speedy convergence. 

Now begin with a brief review of a naive variant of 

mini-batch SGD. During training it processes a group of 

examples per iteration. For notational simplicity, assume that 

n is divisible by the number of mini-batches m. Then partition 

the examples into m mini-batches, each of size b = n/m. Note 

that this assumption is not required neither for the proof nor 

for the implementation. Likewise, the pre-partitioning step is 

also not necessary in practice, however, it simplifies the 

exposition of what follows. Given a random mini-batch I ⊂ 

{1, . . . , n} of size b, define the objective function on I as 

φI (w) = 1 |I| X i∈Iφi(w)  have φ(w) = EI [φI (w)] 

In the simple case that Ω = R d the mini-batch SGD 

employs the following stochastic update rule: at each iteration 

t, pick mini-batch It ⊂ {1, . . . , n} of size b at random and let 

wt = wt−1 − ηt∇φIt (w). Whenever Ω has a nontrivial shape 

would need to add a projection step, which finds the nearest 

neighbor of wt in the feasible set Ω. 

For convex φi, this method converges to the 

minimum objective value at a rate of O (1/ √ bT + 1/T), where 

T is the number of iterations [8]. Although b times more 

examples are processed in an iteration, the mini-batch 

training can converge much faster than that of standard. 

E. Neural Network Training Algorithm 

deftrain_nn_SGD(nn_structure, X, y, iter_num=3000, 

alpha=0.25, lamb=0.000): 

W,b= setup_and_init_weights(nn_structure) 

cnt = 0 

m = len(y) 

avg_cost_func = [] 

print('Starting gradient descent for {} 

iterations'.format(iter_num)) 

while cnt<iter_num: 

if cnt%50 == 0: 

print('Iteration {} of {}'.format(cnt, iter_num)) 

tri_W, tri_b = init_tri_values(nn_structure) 

avg_cost = 0 

for i in range(len(y)): 

delta = {} 

# performs the feed forward pass and returns the stored h and 

z values, 

# to be used in the gradient descent steph, z = 

feed_forward(X[i, :], W, b) 

# loop from nl-1 to 1 back propagating the errors 

for l in range(len(nn_structure), 0, -1): 

if l == len(nn_structure): 

delta[l]=calculate_out_layer_delta(y[i,:], h[l], z[l]) 

avg_cost += np.linalg.norm((y[i,:]-h[l])) 

else: 

if l > 1: 

delta[l] = calculate_hidden_delta(delta[l+1], W[l], z[l]) 

# triW^(l) = triW^(l) + delta^(l+1) * transpose(h^(l)) 

tri_W[l] = np.dot(delta[l+1][:,np.newaxis], 

np.transpose(h[l][:,np.newaxis])) 

# trib^(l) = trib^(l) + delta^(l+1) 

tri_b[l] = delta[l+1] 

# perform the gradient descent step for the weights in each 

layer 

for l in range(len(nn_structure) - 1, 0, -1): 

W[l] += -alpha * (tri_W[l] + lamb * W[l]) 

b[l] += -alpha * (tri_b[l]) 

# complete the average cost calculation 

avg_cost = 1.0/m * avg_cost 

avg_cost_func.append(avg_cost) 

cnt += 1 

return W, b, avg_cost_func 

F. Predict disease risk 

In this proposed machine learning algorithms named as Naive 

Bayes. It is a classification technique based on Bayes’ 

Theorem with an assumption of independence 

among predictors. In simple terms, a Naive Bayes classifier 

assumes that the presence of a particular feature in a class is 

unrelated to the presence of any other feature. 

Naive Bayes model is easy to build and particularly 

useful for very large data sets. Along with simplicity, Naive 

Bayes is known to outperform even highly sophisticated 

classification methods. 

Bayes theorem provides a way of calculating 

posterior probability P(c|x) from P(c), P(x) and P(x|c). 

P(c|x) =
P(x|c)P(c)

P(x)
 

P(c|x)=P(x2|c)XP(x2|c)X----XP(xn|c)XP(c) 
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 P(c|x) is the posterior probability of class (c, target) 

given predictor (x, attributes). 

 P(c) is the prior probability of class. 

 P(x|c) is the likelihood which is the probability 

of predictor given class. 

 P(x) is the prior probability of predictor. 

1) Normal Dataset: 

Name Disease 

Sree HA 

Senthil BB 

Sree BB 

Ram Sugar 

Rajesh BB 

Ramkumar HA 

2) Frequency Dataset: 

Name HA BB Sugar 

Sree 1 1 0 

Senthil 0 1 0 

Ram 0 0 1 

Rajesh 0 1 0 

Ramkumar 1 0 0 

Total 2 3 1 

3) Likelihood Dataset: 

Name HA BB Sugar 

Sree 1 1 0 

Senthil 0 1 0 

Ram 0 0 1 

Rajesh 0 1 0 

Ramkumar 1 0 0 

 2 3 1 

 =2/6 =3/6 =1/6 

 0.33 0.50 0.16 

G. Working of Naive Bayes algorithm 

Naive Bayes is an eager learning classifier and it is sure fast. 

Thus, it could be used for making predictions in real time. 

This algorithm is also well known for multi class prediction 

feature. Here can predict the probability of multiple classes 

of target variable. 

1) Comparison Graph: 

 

III. MODULES DESCRIPTION 

A. Unstructured Data Handling 

Unstructured data is the largest piece of the data equation, and 

the use cases for unstructured data are rapidly expanding. On 

the text side alone, text analytics can be used to analyze 

unstructured text and to extract relevant data and transform 

that data into structured information that can be used in 

various ways. Unstructured data needs to be converted into 

analysis-ready datasets, which include comprehensive 

workflows for of big data solution. The unstructured text data 

includes the patient's narration of his/her illness, the doctor's 

interrogation records and diagnosis, etc. These data are plain 

text file and other text file format. We get data from input file. 

 

B. Structured Data Handling 

The term structured data generally refers to data that has a 

defined length and format for big data. Examples of 

structured data include patient's information, age, gender, 

clinical laboratory and other structured data. Use the patient's 

structured data to predict whether the patient is at high-risk of 

cerebral infarction. In a relational model, the data is stored in 

a table. 

This database would contain a schema. that is, a 

structural representation of what is in the database. For 

example, in a relational database, the schema defines the 

tables, the fields in the tables, and the relationships between 

the two. 

The data is stored in columns, one each for each 

specific attribute. The data is also stored in the row. The first 

table stores product information, the second stores 

demographic information. Each has various attributes. Each 

table can be updated with new data, and data can be deleted, 

read, and updated. This is often accomplished in a relational 

model using a structured query language (SQL). 

1) Main Page: 

 
The main page is used for navigating to all the linked pages. 

When clicking the button, the corresponding links will be 

opened. 

C. Latent Factor Model Implementation 

We used latent factor model to reconstruct the missing data 

from the medical records collected from a hospital in 

PHR/EHR. We use the latent factor model which is presented 

to explain the observable variables in terms of the latent 

variables 
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Accordingly, assume that Rm_n is the data matrix in 

our healthcare model. The row designation, m represents the 

total number of the patients, and the column designation, n 

represents each patient's number of feature attributes. Rm_n 

is the data matrix in our healthcare model. The row 

designation, m represents the total number of the patients, and 

the column designation, n represents each patient's number of 

feature attributes. 

1) Selecting a file from a Directory: 

 
This page is used to select the file using file chooser dialog 

window for loading unstructured data. 

2) Accessing a File from a Directory: 

 
3) Reconstruct Missing Medical Data Using (CNN-

EMDRP): 

We can get the information that CNN-UDRP only uses the 

text data to predict whether the patient is at high risk of 

cerebral infarction. In CNN-MDRP algorithm. They use 

stochastic gradient method to train parameters, and finally 

reach the risk assessment of whether the patient suffers from 

cerebral infarction. But we used CNN-EMDRP algorithm. It 

works by having the model make predictions on training data 

and using the error on the predictions to update the model in 

such a way as to reduce the error. We used Mini-Batch 

Stochastic gradient descent algorithm a more stable 

convergence on some problems compare then existing 

stochastic gradient descent (SGD). 

 
Fig. : Noice of Accuracy 

 
Fig. : Error of Accuray 

D. Disease Risk Prediction 

This module helps to predict whether a patient is amongst the 

cerebral infarction high-risk population according to their 

medical history. we regard the risk prediction model for 

cerebral infarction as the supervised learning methods of 

machine learning, i.e., the input value is the attribute value of 

the patient, X = (x1,x2, • • • ,xn) which includes the patient’s 

personal information such as age, gender, the prevalence of 

symptoms, and living habits (smoking or not) and other 

structured data and unstructured data. We used NB (Navi 

Bayesian) algorithm for predict cerebral infarction high-risk. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Big Data has challenges in medical applications and 

healthcare. With the development of big data analytics 

technology, more attention has been paid to disease 

prediction from the perspective of big data analysis, various 

researches have been conducted by selecting the 

characteristics automatically from a large number of data to 

improve the accuracy of risk classification. Many algorithms 

have shown good results because they identify the attribute 

accurately. From previous study, it is observed that for the 

predicted of Chronic disease, CNN-EMRD provides 

improved more accuracy. Chronic disease risk predicted is 

accurately by Naive Bayes. It offers the highest classification 

accuracy. For chronic disease prediction, more accuracy is 

achieved by CNN-EMRPalgorithm. 
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